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厚肉円筒の熱応力下の疲労 き裂停留*
　　 (第2報,円筒と片側き裂板)
飯 井 俊 行*1,酒 井 信 介*2
   Fatigue Crack Arrest Problem of Thick-Walled Cylinders 
                  under Thermal Stress 
(2nd Report, Comparison of Cylinder with Single Edge Cracked Strip)
Toshiyuki  MESHIT and Shinsuke  SAKAI
   There is a 'rule of  thumb' for thick walled cylinders, that is  'circumferential fatigue cracks under 
thermal stress will  be arrested at  l/3--1/2 of the wall thickness.' In this study, the reason for this 
will be clarified, and a practical method for estimating arrest point will be proposed. In this paper, 
the characteristics obtained for a single edge cracked strip, which were reported in our previous 
paper, are compared with those of cylinders with inner surface circumferential crack. From FEM 
results, it was concluded that cylinders show similar characteristics to those of single edge cracked 
strips, from the standpoint of crack growth rate (including tendency of arrest) under cyclic thermal 
stress. In addition, thick cylinders always showed a tendency of crack arrest, assuming Paris' Law. 
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2.この場合の応 力拡大係数範囲 △K値 が厚肉円筒の
　　非定常最大弾性熱応力により表現できること.
　　　　　蟹一Ea(殊ズ ℃1-v)・痂 欄 　 (2)
ここに 、E:ヤング率 、 α:線膨 張係 数 、　v:ボア ッソン比
　　　 TS、τ。,g:各々内 表面温度 、平均 温度
　　　　 a:き裂長 さ、W:肉厚 、　k:無次 元関数
*原 稿受 付　 }996年3月6日.
%]fF.f.東京大 学大学 院(⑩113東 京都 文京区本郷731).
*㍉E員,痕京大 学 大学 院1:学系研 究科。
また、実験結果から、円筒環状き裂が繰 り返 し熱応力
に対 し ギ肉厚の 韮!3～112程度で実用上停留するとみなせ
る」とい う興味深い経験則が知られている。 しか し、
この停留疲労き裂長さにっいては肉厚の3/4まで至っ
た例も報告 されてお り(ZI、　 「何故疲労き裂が停留する
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Fig.  1 Basic idea of crack arrest in a practical sense
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Fig. 2 Modeling circumferential crack of a cylinder 
        by a single edge cracked strip
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Fig. 4 Normalized stress intensity factor of cylinder 











Fig. 3 Inner surface crack of cylinder under 
     linear and uniform thermal stress
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Fig. 5 Normalized stress intensity factor of cylinder 
 (R,/W=5) under linear thermal stress
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Fig. 8 Normalized stress intensity factor of cylinder 
 (R/W=1) under uniform thermal stress
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    Fig. 7 Normalized stress intensity factor of 
 single edge cracked strip under linear thermal stress
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 Fig. 9 Normalized stress intensity factor of cylinder 
 (R,/W=5) under uniform thermal stress
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  Fig. 11 Normalized stress intensity factor of 
single edge cracked strip under uniform thermal stress
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